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The New aXeRam Memory Overlocking Kit

The new DDR aXeRam Overlocking Memory Kit has received favorable
comments by system builders and enthusiasts. The new product provides
low voltage stability, and low CAS latency. This high performance
memory product gives greater performance without heating or stressing
the computer system.

The new aXeRam Overlocking Memory Kit delivers superior low-
voltage overlocking performance while maintaining solid performance
with lightning speed memory. The product still in its introductory phase
to the market has received positive comments from users.
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Transcend is a leader in the field of manufacturing high performance
memory modules. The DDR 2-800 aXeRam has received good reviews
for its low voltage stability and low CAS latency. The new product is
competitively priced.

Transcend cognizant of end users expectations for high performance
hand-picked DRAM chips and it operates at CL4 timing at its low 1.8
default voltage. This low voltage capability allow for greater
performance without heating up the computer.

The advantage of the new product is that it provides the extra boost in
power for 3D applications and heavy-duty soft ware applications without
stressing the computer system. It also allow for faster read/write times
and shorter system delay times. The new aXeRam DDR2-800 is about
10 percent faster than existing DDR2-800 CL5 models on the market. It
utilizes pure CL4 memory.

The new DDR2-800 aXeRam was designed for the serious gamer
enthusiast and system builders. The initial reaction from this select group
of elite users is positive. Transcend intends to continue its efforts in the
overlocking market with more high performance aXeRam products.
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